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[57] ABSTRACT

A flat tube heat exchanger includes headers (4) and a

number of flat tubes (12) between the headers (4), the

flat tubes (12) having flat sides (14) and short sides (50)

that are rounded. The flat tubes (12) also have internal

reinforcing ribs (42). The heat exchanger also includes

zigzag fins disposed between the flat sides (14) of the

flat tubes (12), the fins being soldered to the flat tubes.

The longitudinal extent (1) of a rounded short side (50)

of a flat tube (12) is greater than half the distance d
between the flat sides (14) of the flat tube (12). Further-

more, the zigzag fins (16) are soldered to portions (58)

of both rounded short sides (50) of the flat tube (12). In

the process for producing the flat tube heat exchanger

(12), the ends of the flat tubes (12) are inserted into slits

(8) of a header (4) and arc cut free from their reinforce-

ment ribs (42). The ends of the flat tubes (12) are then

expanded against the rims of the slits (8) in the header

(4). The heat exchanger can be used as a condenser in a

vehicle air conditioner, or as a cooler for an engine or

transmission or hydraulic oil in a motor vehicle. Hat
tubes for installation in the flat tube heat exchanger can

be linked together when they are made to facilitate

transportation and handling.

20 Claims, 5 Drawing Sheets
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FLAT TUBE HEAT EXCHANGER, METHOD OF SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

MAKING THE SAME AND FLAT TUBES FOR THE It is therefore an object of the invention to improve

HEAT EXCHANGER the quality of connection ofthe fins to the flat tubes, and
5 in so doing to take external flow dynamics appropri-

CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED ately into account. The flat tube heat exchanger is used

APPLICATION in a motor vehicle, another object is to lessen the danger

This application claims the priority ofGerman Appli- .that stones will striken,

cation Nos. P 41 20 442.5 filed Jun. 20, 1991 and P 42 01 in
attained by providing a flat tube

791.2 filed Jan. 23, 1992, which are incorporated herein
10 heal exchanger, of the type mentioned above, which is

by reference.
characterized in that the longitudinal extension 1 of the

applicable rounded short side of the applicable flat tube
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION greater than half the distance d between the flat sides

The invention relates to a flat tube heat exchanger of <>f the flat tubc* m that the zigzag gins are also

the type having a plurality of flat tubes with flat sides ° soldered to portions of both rounded short sides of the

and short sides that are rounded, and having zigzag fins A*1 tUDC.

that are internested in a sandwich-like fashion between According to the invention the rounded short sides

the flat sides of the flat tubes, the fins having edges that provided according to the invention with a, more

are soldered to the flat sides of the flat tubes. A flat tube
2Q

elongated rounding than previously employed, and
_

we*

heat exchanger of this kind is known from German ^ because of this the crvalue (that is, the coefficient of

Patent Document Al-37 20 483 (FIG. 4), for instance. resistance of the heat exchanger with respect to the

The invention also relates to a process for producing flow of the external heat exchange medium) is de-

such a flat tube heat exchanger, the use of such a flat creased. The decrease of the cwvalue reduces the pres-

tube heat exchanger, and flat tubes for installation in the
25

sure loss of the external heat exchange medium. Upon

flat tube heat exchanger of the invention. msullationin mpto^vehicles, better deflection of stones

In such known flat tube heat exchangers (see also Trorn outnaelTalso provided. « long a* thP stnnpYTln

European Patent Disclosure Bl-0 255 313, or the pres- npt directly strike the apex region of thr fpnnHwi «hn rt

ent Assignee's European Patent Disclosure A2-0 374 sides. Moreover, because of the elongated rounded

896), the short sides of the flat tubes are rounded with a 30
short sides, it is possible not only for the fins to rest on

semicircular arc whose radius equals half the distance d the flat sides of adjacent flat tubes, but also for the flat

between the flat sides of a flat tube. This is the most tubes to wrap form-fittingly around a significant length

frequently used embodiment of the short sides of flat of the profile, so that the form fit protects against slip-

tube heat exchangers, which are produced for various page in the longitudinal direction L of the flat tube

uses on a mass-production scale. 35 before soldering is done.

Zigzag fins and fins equivalent to them—hereinafter In conventional flat tube heat exchangers of the type

sometimes called merely fins for short—are internested to which the invention, relates, the longitudinal length 1

laterally side by side in sandwiched fashion, in the fol- of the semicircularly rounded short side of the applica-

lowing order: flat tube—(zigzag) fin—flat tube—(zig- ble flat tube equals half the distance d between the flat

zag) fin—etc. This arrangement is not equivalent to 43 sides of the flat tube. The other known flat tube heat

inserting tubes into fins (usually provided with collars) exchangers mentioned have even lower values of 1. This

in fin packages, where unlike the flat tube heat exchange is no accident, because the goal previously was to have

ers of the invention, the fins or their collars annularly the longest possible soldering length along the flat sides

surround the applicable tube (see British Patent Disclo- of the flat tube profile. The invention intentionally de-

sure 538,018, for example); this last arrangement is 45 parts from this earlier principle of construction of all the

therefore not addressed within the scope of the inven- known flat tube heat exchangers, to achieve the afore-

tion. mentioned novel effects. Moreover, the soldering

It is also known to embody the short sides of the flat length of the fins along the flat tube profile is even

tubes rectangularly, with rounded edges, or in gabled increased further, because for the first time, soldering is

form with an obtuse angle at the apex of the gable. In all 30 done even in subregions of the rounded short sides of

these cases, the zigzag fins are soldered only to the flat the flat tube.

sides of adjacent flat tubes, and there is correspondingly The elongated extension 1 ofthe rounded short side is

the attempt to select the longest possible extension preferably greater than the distance d between the flat

length of these flat sides. However, it does happen that sides. The effect is that the elongation of the rounded

the fins, soldered only to flat faces, will slip before the 55 short sides of the flat tubes is even more substantially

soldering. This not only interferes with the appearance pronounced.

of the heat exchange surface; it also increases its actual It is possible to embody the elongatedly rounded

structural depth, and moreover may even cause prob- short sides of the flat tube with a continuously varying

Jems in the heat-conducting connection between the flat curvature, for instance along an ellipse. However, it is

tubes and the fins. 60 structurally simpler and at the same time entirely ade-

Moreover, the known profiling of the short sides of quate for practical requirements to make a combined

the flat tubes proves only limitedly streamlined in terms curvature from circular arcs of different radii. In the

of the external heat exchanger fluid, such as an airflow, limit case, it is entirely adequate to use a first circular

that sweeps through the fins. arc to form the apex of the rounded short side, and to

Finally, when they are disposed in the engine com- 65 append to this circular arc a single further circular arc

partment of a motor vehicle, the known profiles of the toward both sides of the apex, extending as far as the flat

sfeorlAutej)* fln4 tuhr* a
f-e sensitive to_being struck sides. If there are more than two circular arcs of differ-

by stones. ent radii, then the transition from the apex to the flat
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sides proceeds over a succession of circular arcs each

with an increasing radius from the apex to the flat sides.

Purely theoretically, in would be conceivable to sol-

der the fins to the rounded flat sides of the flat tubes up
to the apex of the flat tubes and in this sense to provide

a 100% wraparound of the flat tubes. For reasons of

materials science, however, namely to prevent tearing

of fins upon overly great deformation, it is preferable

for the zigzag fins to extend freely from the regions

soldered to the rounded short sides at least as far as two
imaginary planes tangent to the apexes of the rounded

short sides. That is, the fins are carried at least up to the

apex points of the short sides in the region not soldered

to the short sides.

This concept of the free extension of the fins can be

still further increased by extending the fins past the

imaginary tangential plane at least on one short side of

the flat tubes, so that the extended fin regions cover the

rounded short sides of the flat tubes at least partially

toward the outside. This provides additional protection 20

against damage, for instance from stones in the case of

motor vehicles. That is, if the fins, soldered only to the

flat sides in the known flat tube heat exchangers, were

made to project past the imaginary tangential planes to

the apex points of the rounded short sides of the flat

tubes, then the result would be rectangularly protruding

fin contours that did not cover the rounded short sides

of the flat tubes; such protruding fins would be mechan-

ically unstable, because they would protrude freely

over a relatively long distance, to the regions where

they were soldered to the flat sides of the flat tubes.

Since in the arrangement of the invention, soldering is

also done with relatively long segments of the rounded

short sides of the flat tubes, the free projection distance

is comparatively far less, which in turn leads to rela- 35

tively greater mechanical stability.

If the freely extending region of the zigzag fins fol-

lows the last radius of curvature in the region soldered

to the rounded short side, the result is an simple way

25

30

installation in a motor vehicle, for instance. Generally,

the tendency is to keep this installation dimension as

small as possible, because on it depends the total length

of the motor vehicle, or its engine compartment, includ-

ing the consumption of material in automobile manufac-
ture itself, which is associated with these problems of

length. Saving 3 mm of structural depth in the header
region leads to an economy, depending on the vehicle

type of 10 to 20 kg of vehicle weight, especially sheet

metal.

Even if integral round tubes as in the case of Euro-
pean Patent Disclosure Bl 0 255 313 are not used, but

instead if the header is assembled from two (or more)
parts, comparable problems arise. The header of the

present Assignee's German Utility Model G 90 15

090.2, which has already been optimized in this respect,

still results in a structural depth excess in the header
region, including the installation play, of three to four

wall thicknesses of the header.

Both these two types of known header embody the

optimum in terms of what was. previously considered

feasible in terms of economy of structural depth in the

header region, for flat tube heat of the type having a

plurality of flat sides and short sides that are rounded,

and having zigzag fins that are intemested in a sand-

wich-like fashion between the flat sides of the flat tubes,

the fins having edges that are soldered to the flat sides of
the flat tubes.

The elongated embodiment according to the inven-

tion of the rounded short sides of the flat tubes makes it

possible, for the ends of the flat tubes, which are in-

serted into slits of a header of an arbitrary construction,

to be tapered to such an extent, by deformation in the

longitudinal direction L of the flat tube profile, that the

structural depth excess of the header that would other-

wise occur can be compensated for at least in part or

even entirely and in the limit case a structural depth of
the header that is even less than the length L of the flat

tube profile is conceivable. The structural depth of the

structurally to create the projection with a good degree 40 header is preferably no greater than the length of the

of coverage, with a structurally already existing radius

of curvature. This is not contradicted by the fact that

fins which protrude past the imaginary tangential plane

on at least one short side of the flat tubes can also be

employed with different radii ofcurvature, even option-

ally in a linear extension behind the soldered region,

depending on how the desired ratios of coverage of the

rounded short sides of the flat tubes are selected.

In any case, one can freely select between complete

or virtually complete coverage of the rounded short 50 of the plastic.

central region of the flat tubes (that is, inward from the

deformed end regions) in the longitudinal direction plus

twice the wall thickness of the header.

As materials for the flat tubes, fins and headers, all the

45 metals or metal replacement substances known in this

connection are possible. Aluminum or an aluminum
alloy is preferred. The header might also be produced
from a plastic if the capability of soldering, or some
equivalent, is assured, such as plastic welding in the case

sides of the flat tubes, and central residual gaps.

In flat tube heat exchangers of the structural type to

which the invention relates, the problem generally ex-

ists that the structural depth of the header, in the flow

direction of the external exchange medium, is greater 55

than the length L of the profile of the flat tube. For

instance, if in accordance with European Patent Disclo-

sure Bl 0 255 313, the header is a round tube in which

the flat tubes are inserted into slits and tightly soldered,

Of particularly great importance from a practical

standpoint is the case in which the flat tubes are ex-

truded profiles. Then internal reinforcements, such as

the known intermediate ribs, can also be achieved in the

course of the extrusion, so that the entire flat tube can be
made as a mass-production article in a single operation.

It is also known to produce flat tubes in multiple parts,

with separate reinforcements inserted between. The flat

tubes preferably have a wall thickness that ranges from

the additional structural depth in the flow direction of 60 about 0.2 mm to about 0.6 mm.
the external heat exchange medium dictated by the

header is at least twice the wall thickness of the round

tube, plus in practice an installation play that amounts to

approximately one further wall thickness. For a struc-

tural depth of 16 mm in the region of the fin ribbing of 65

the flat tubes, the minimal depth in the region of the

header becomes 19 mm. The structural depth in the

region of the header is the definitive dimension upon

Especially for the case where the flat tubes are pro-

duced as extruded profiles, but also in general, it is

preferable for the flat tubes to have a cross-sectional

length L of 12 to 25 mm, preferably 15 to 20 mm, in the

region of their ribbing. It is also preferable for both
rounded short sides together to contribute 40 to 50% of

the cross-sectional length L. It is likewise preferable for

the distance d between the flat sides of the applicable

11/18/2002, EAST Version: 1.03.0002
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flat tube to be 2 to 4 mm. At the apex point of a rounded - FIG. 2 is a top view of the flat tube heat exchanger of

short side, the internal radius of curvature is preferably FIG. 1, in the extension direction of the headers;

at least 0.2 mm and the external radius of curvature is FIG. 3 is a view of the profile of a flat tube as it is

preferably at least 0.6 mm. These dimensions meet opti- used in the embodiment of FIGS. 1 and 2;

mal conditions in comparison with competing heat ex- 5 FIG. 4 shows on a larger scale, a fragmentary view of

changers of the currently known prior art. FIG. 3 with a soldered-on fin;

The free edges of the zigzag fins preferably have a FIG. 5 is an enlarged fragmentary section taken a

corrugation that protrudes to both sides from what long the line V—V of FIG. 1;

would otherwise be the plane of the zigzag fin. This FIG. 6 is an enlarged fragmentary section taken along

produces an additional mechanical strengthening, as a »0 the line VI-VI of FIG. 1 through a header and an

supplement to improved soldering to the flat tubes. endpiece of a flat tube inserted into the header;

It is already known to mechanically expand flat tubes, FIG. la is an enlarged view of a profile segment of a

which have no intermediate reinforcement, after inser- fla< tu**' ^luding one rounded short side; and

tion into slits of a header. This is known for flat tubes of ^ flGS. lb and 7c show two alternative u^etting or

the type that are used in low-pressure radiators or heat- " deformation states of the flat tube segment of FIG. la;

ing heat exchangers in motor vehicles. The tightness of "™
rr* p . . . ,

4
, .

, * _ . _ --a tuL r FIG. 8 is a cross section through an isolated member
the flat tubes with respect to the header and the security .

6
*

, ... C~ • . of an interlinked arrangement of flat tubes.
of the soldering can be improved as a result. °

This option can be adopted to flat tubes of the type DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED
according to the invention, which have intermediate EMBODIMENTS
reinforcements, in particular «»£^J^" The flat tube heat exchanger 2 of FIG. 1 has two
their flat sides. The corresponding.deformation of the

rf ^ limitation from the
ends of the flat tubes inserted into the slits can m fact be ^ mt of t havc^ structurc according
especially well performed with heat exchanges havmg

2J tQ Q^^^ G 90 15 090.2. The headers
crosswise nbs that are spaced apart by 1 to 2 d.

havc^ bottoms 6 ^ tQ Qne anothcfj which afC
The heat exchangers according to the invention, or ^ slils 8 (sce FIG> ^ at equidistant inter-

produced according to the invention, find their primary ^^ ^^ of^ twQ headefS fadng Qne ^
applications as mass-produced articles. The heat ex-

othef shts g are engagcd by cnds 10 (see FIGS,
changers can be used for instance as radiators or evapo-

30 2^ q of one flat tubc 12 each. The flat tubes 12 are
rators. Because of the production quantities involved,

0r bonded to the headers 4 in a gas-tight and
applications in automobile manufacture are preferred,

tnus jiq^id-tight manner. As is shown in FIG. 3, the
but uses in other fields, including stationary arrange- arrangement is made such that the flat sides 14 of the

ments, should not be precluded. flat tubcs 12 „e parallel to one another and extend in

The invention also relates to flat tubes for installation
35 ^ longitudinal direction L ofthe flat tube profile in the

in a flat tube heat exchanger according to the invention. flow direction (arrow A in FIG. 2) of the external heat

The elongated embodiment of the rounded short exchange medium. The flat tubes 12 are provided with
sides of the flat tubes of the flat tube heat exchanger of a heat exchange ribbing in the form of zigzag fins 16, or

the invention results in relatively constant transitional otner fms equivalent to such zigzag fins, in a sandwich-
contours when identical flat tubes are disposed close 40 tVpe Qf installation in the order of flat tube-fin-flat

together. tube-fin, etc., the fins being soldered or bonded to the

With an interlinked arrangement of the flat tubes
flat sides 14 of the flat tubes 12 by their edges 18 (see

according to the invention, such that the apexes of the FIGS. 4 and 5) adjacent to the flat sides 14 of the flat

rounded short sides of the flat tubes are interlinked by tubes 12.

bridges of material when they are made, a number of 45 The circumference of the applicable header 4 is as-

these tubes can be produced simultaneously, preferably sembled from two structural parts 20 and 22 (see FIG.
initially with an undefined length. Besides injection'

fi), 0f which the structural part 20 forms the tube bot-

molding and casting processes, uniform production by torn. The tube bottom 20 has the slits 8 for receiving the

extrusion is possible. flat tubc ends 10 inserted into them, only one of which

For interlinking the various flat tubc elements of 50 can be seen in cross section in FIG. 6. The second struc-

initially undefined length—or optionally also those of a rural part 22, together with the first structural part 20,

defined length, as in the case ofproduction by casting or completes the circumference of the header 4. Usually,

injection molding—it is adequate if the bridges of mate- separate caps (not shown) are placed on the ends of the

rial have a thickness of 0.05 to 0.03 mm, preferably 0. 15 header 4; however, these caps may also be integrally

mm, and/or a length of 0.05 to 0.3 mm, preferably 0.2 55 formed onto one of the structural parts, 20 or 22. Sepa-

mm. This makes it possible, for instance, to temporarily rate caps are appropriately provided, however, if the

store and optionally transport the interlinked arrange- second structural part 22 is an extruded profile, as is

ment of flat tubes wound onto a core, because the joint- preferred.

like connections at the bridges of material between the The first structural part 20 is suitably coated with

various flat tubes have great bending flexibility. Inter- 60 hard solder on both sides. The second structural part 22

linked flat tubes can also be rolled up substantially bet- is suitably embodied as solder-free,

ter and in a more space-saving manner than individual Both structural parts 20 and 22 overlap one another in

flat tubes. three layers in two connecting zones 24 extending lon-

— „ ^, ^„ , 1(tl,^ r gitudinally of the header 4; in the overlapping zone in

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS & hard MlicT connection * pre^,t using the

FIG. 1 is a plan view of a flat tube heat exchanger hard solder coating of the first structural part 20.

according to the invention, seen in the flow direction of It can be seen from FIG. 6 that the flat tube end 10 is

the external heat exchange medium, in particular air; inserted into the header through the applicable insertion

11/18/2002, EAST Version: 1.03.0002
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slit 8 so far that approximately parallel wall sections 26

still protrude past the inner end 28 of the flat tube 12.

The result is that the two connecting zones 24 are also

located above the end 28. The wall sections 26 are each

grasped by a fork-like formation 30 on the two edges of

the second structural part 22 and form the actual con-

necting zone 24 in the three-layered connection region.

The inner arm 32 ofthe fork-like formation 30, in this

arrangement, is disposed farther inward than the short

sides of the mouth or end 28 of the flat tube 12, so that

the wall thickness of the inner arm 32 of the fork-like

formation 30 contributes nothing further to the struc-

tural depth, yet it can be embodied as unweakened with

respect to the strength ratios. The outer arm 34 of each

fork-like formation 30 can then, as already noted, be

embodied with a lesser wall thickness, as also shown in

FIG. 6. The outer arm 34 in each case then coheres with

the bottom of the fork-like formation 30 via a rated

bending line, in the form of a longitudinal groove on the

10

15

forced against one another by intermediate ribs 42 at

right angles to them; a total of four equidistant interme-

diate ribs are provided here, but without restricting the

patent scope. Adjacent ribs 42 are preferably spaced

apart from one another by a distance ranging from

about one to about two times the distance d between the

outer surfaces of the flat tube 12. The parallel walls 40

continue in the form of rounded walls 44, which termi-

nate at an apex 46 of the profile and together produce

rounded short sides 50 of the profile. The longitudinal

length of one of these rounded short sides in the direc-

tion of the dimension L has the dimension 1 in each case.

In the exemplary embodiment of FIG. 3, the rounded

short sides 50 adjoin the outermost intermediate rib 42.

This is the result here of the construction of the region

of the apex 46 with an outer circular arc having the

radius Rl (see FIG. 4), and circular arcs having an

external radius r2 adjoining both sides of the apex, this

region entering the flat sides 14 at a tangent. With this

inside of the outer arm 34, on the bottom of the fork-like 20 construction, an inner radius r3 results, which in the

formation 30, so that the outer arm 34 can be splayed

slightly outward. This requires a clamping connection,

which is intrinsically sought anyway, between the two

arms 32 and 34 of the fork-like formation 30 on the one

hand and the wall sections 26 on the other.

The first structural part 20 is advantageously manu-

factured with its slits 8 as a flat part and provided from

the very outset with the solder coating 38 on both sides

and only then is made convex. Next, the flat tubes 12 are

suitably inserted into the receding slits 8 and mechani-

cally expanded m them. Then, as will be discussed in

further detail hereinafter, the second structural part 22

is slipped by its fork-like formations 30 onto the wall

sections 26 of the first structural part 20, Finally, the

requisite hard solder connections are formed in a solder-

ing furnace, on the one hand in the connecting zones 24

and on the other between the flat tubes 12 and the re-

ceiving slits 8.

One header 4 is provided with at least one partition

case of extruded flat tubes is selected to be no less than

0.2 mm, for practical manufacturing reasons. Over the

wall thickness, the result radius rl is r3 plus the wall

thickness, so that here rl =0.6 mm (the wall thickness of

25 the flat tube is 0.4 mm), while r2 is selected to be equal

to 7 mm.
The illustration of FIG. 3 is to scale approximately at

a ratio of 1:8.

As particularly clearly seen from FIG. 4, the fins 16

30 are soldered not only to the flat sides 14 ofthe flat tubes

12 but also to the regions 58 of the rounded short sides,

specifically in the case of the construction selected in

FIG. 4, comprising two circular arcs rl and r2, along

the entire length of the two circular arcs of radius r2.

35 The thickness of the fins 16 preferably ranges from

about 0.12 mm to about 0.2 mm.
In FIGS. 4 and 5, the dashed lines represent an imagi-

nary tangential plane 102 to the apexes 46, located next

to one another, of adjacent flat tubes 12. It can also be

(see FIG. 1), and it is provided with an inlet 54 on one 40 seen from FIG. 4 that the fins 16 extend freely onward
to both sides of the rounded short side 50 in the vicinity

of the circular arc of radius rl, by the radius r2, specifi-

cally not merely as far as the tangential plane 102 but

even past it. Between them, the edges 60 of the fins 16

that are rectilinearly aligned with one another on the

face ends of the heat exchanger then form only a small

gap 62 opposite* the apex 46 of the flat tube.

Adjoining the edges 60, the fin 16 is provided with

serrations or corrugation 64, which protrude to both

side ofthe partition and an outlet 56 on the other side of

the partition for an internal heat exchange medium. If

the other header is then embodied without such a parti-

tion, the internal heat exchange medium flows from the

inlet 54 through the connected part of the header and 45

the flat tubes 12 connected to it to the opposite header,

and then back through the other flat tubes 12 to the

other compartment of the first header, and via that

header out of the outlet 56. In a known modification,

the first header may also be provided with more than 50 sides compared with the otherwise essentially flat plane

one partition and the other header may then likewise be of the fin and reinforces the region of the fin that pro-

provided with at least one partition, in general a number trudes freely from the flat tubes. This region is rela-

of partitions that is less by one, so that the internal heat tively small in any case, because after all, according to

exchange medium is sent back and forth between the FIG. 4, the fin is soldered up to near its apex 46, or in

headers multiple times through smaller groups of flat 55 other words in the region of its entire circular arc hav-

tubes. Finally, if an adequate number of partitions is ing the radius r2.

used in one header, the header is provided with the inlet In FIG. 6, the length S of the applicable slit 8 in the

54 and outlet 56, then it is possible to dispense with the header 4 is smaller than the length L of the profile in

second header entirely and optionally replace it with FIG. 3 of the flat tube in the region of the ribbing with

60 the fins 16. Nevertheless, the ends 10 of the flat tubes

can be inserted into the slits 8, because they are re-
hairpin turns.

The profile of the flat tubes 12 can be seen from FIG.

3, in combination with FIGS. 4 and 5.

In the sectional plane of FIG. 3, the profile has a

profile length L. The profile is embodied in mirror

reversal to the imaginary longitudinal center plane 100, 65

to both sides of which parallel profile walls 40 extend

that on the outside form the two flat sides 14 that are

parallel to one another. The parallel walls 40 are rein-

tracted compared with the remaining profile of the flat

tubes 12 as shown in FIG. 3. The ends 10 of the flat

tubes 12 then change into the normal profile of the flat

tubes as shown in FIG. 3, via a transition zone 66 lo-

cated outside the header.

The possibility of retracting the ends 10 of the flat

tubes is based on the selected shape of the rounded short
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sides 50 of the flat tube profiles. If these sides are upset

or deformed longitudinally of their profile cross section

as shown in FIG. lb or FIG. 7c—which from the stand-

point of practical feasibility is only possible because of

the relatively elongated shape of the rounded short 3

sides 50 of the profiles—then the tube ends 10 are given

a reduced effective length, which enables insertion into

the slits 8.

FIGS, lb and 1c show two preferred options of this

longitudinal or deformed ofthe profiles. In FIG. lb. the 10

deformation is effected, on the rounded short sides 50 in

the longitudinal direction of the flat tube profiles, with

the length of the neutral grain 68 (shown in dot-dash

lines) maintained. In FIG. 1c, by comparison, the defor-

mation, takes place at the rounded short sides 50 in the 15

longitudinal direction of the flat tube profiles with si-

multaneous upsetting of the wall thickness of the mate-

rial, so that the neutral grain shown in dot-dashed lines

is shortened. An accumulation of material can be seen,

particularly in the corner regions of the face ends ofthe

upset profile, as represented by reference numeral 70 on

one corner, for example. This type of upsetting can

proceed so far that a central crease 72 forms in the apex

region ofthe upset rounded portion 50. If the next inter- ^
mediate rib 42 in order is then cut free, as represented in

FIG. 7c by the notch 74 shown in dashed lines, then the

end 10 of the flat tube engaging the slit 8 can be ex-

panded by an expanding mandrel toward the edge of

the slit 8 shown in dashed lines in FIG. 7c, and the
3Q

crease 72 initiated formed can then be stretched further

and made to rest straight against the short side of the

rim of the slit. The length of the crease first formed can

be made useful in order, during the expansion, to fill up

the otherwise especially critical corner regions of the ^
slit The prerequisite for this type of expansion tech-

nique is a two-piece embodiment of the header from the

two structural parts 20 and 22; the cap-like structural

part 22 is then mounted after the expansion on the struc-

tural part 20 that forms the tube bottom. 40
In the outer region as well, the short side of the flat

tube is critical to the quality of the soldering. The transi-

tion region 66 into the retracted end 10 forms a rela-

tively acute angle with the tube bottom 20, and this

angle is especially well-suited for holding solder. The 45

transition region 66 can also serve as a tolerance-com-

pensating stop for form-fitting introduction of the tube

ends 10 into the slit 8 of the header 4.

In FIG. 8, a plurality of flat tubes 12 are first disposed

side by side in one plane, for instance during extrusion, so

and are interlinked to one another at the apexes 46 of

their rounded short sides 50, in each case by a bridge 80

of material, of which FIG. 8 shows only the bridge

residues remaining after the bridges have been severed

to separate the flat tubes. The applicable material bridge S3

80 has a low material thickness and a short length in the

plane of extension of the flat tubes 12. Aside from the

desired function of the interlinked arrangement of flat

tubes 12, the dimensions have been selected such that

the entire interlinked arrangement can be produced as 60

an integral extruded profile of undefined length. This

pertains especially to the minimum dimensions of the

material bridge 80. The maximum thickness ofthe mate-

rial bridge 80 is selected such that tearing, pushing

apart, shearing off, cutting off or a similar known sepa- 65

rating process can take place at the parting line. Func-

tionally, in terms of the dimensioning, the following

should also be taken into account:

10
First, the interlinked arrangement of flat tubes 12

should be capable of being wound on a core, initially in

a still undefined length, as an integral extruded pan, so

that it can be temporarily stored and optionally trans-

ported.

Second, as shown, only small residues of material

should remain from the bridges 80, if a pair of adjacent

flat tubes 12 are each cut apart from one another along

a single parting line 82.

Reference numeral 58 also indicates those portions at

which, in the flat tube heat exchanger of the invention,

the soldering to the fins, not shown, of the flat tube heat

exchanger, also not shown, takes place. The longitudi-

nal extension 1 of the applicable rounded short side 50 of
the applicable flat tube 12, and the distance d between
the flat sides 14 and the applicable flat tube 12 also

match the indications given in the description of the flat

tube heat exchanger according to the invention. The
direction in which the material bridges 80 extend should

be understood logically to be the same as that of the

longitudinal extension 1.

I claim:

1. A flat tube heat exchanger, comprising:

a plurality of flat tubes, each flat tube having a pair of
flat sides and a pair of rounded short sides which
connect the flat sides, each flat tube extending in a

longitudinal direction when seen in a perpendicular

cross-section, each rounded short side of a flat tube

extending a longitudinal extension distance in the

longitudinal direction of the respective flat tube,

the longitudinal extension distance being greater

than half the distance between the outer surfaces of
the flat sides of the respective flat tube; and

zigzag fins internested in a sandwich-like fashion

between the flat tubes, each zigzag fin being

bonded to a flat side of at least one flat tube and to

portions of both rounded short sides of the respec-

tive at least one flat tube,

wherein each rounded short side has an apex with an

internal radius of at least 0.2 mm and an external

radius of at least 0.6 mm.
2. The heat exchanger of claim 1, wherein the longi-

tudinal extension distance of a rounded short side is

greater than the distance between the outer surfaces of
the flat sides of the respective flat tube.

3. The heat exchanger of claim 1, wherein each
rounded short side is composed of circular arcs of vary-

ing radius, the circular arc of minimum radius forming

the apex and at least one circular arc of larger radius

adjoining the apex on both sides.

4. The heat exchanger of claim 1, wherein the flat

tubes are disposed so that each flat tube has a rounded
short side whose apex is tangent to a plane, and wherein
the zigzag fins have freely extending portions which are

not bonded to the rounded short sides and which
project at least as far as the plane.

5. The heat exchanger of claim 4t wherein the freely

extending portions project beyond the plane.

6. The heat exchanger of claim 1, wherein the fins are

curved to follow the rounded short sides where the fins

are bonded to the rounded short sides.

7. The heat exchanger of claim 1, wherein the flat

tubes have central regions and deformed end regions,

the zigzag fins being soldered to the central regions of
the flat tubes, wherein the central region of each flat

tube has a length in the longitudinal direction and the

end region of the flat tube has a length in the longitudi-

nal direction that is shorter than the length of the cen-
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12
tral portion in the longitudinal direction, and further

comprising a header having slits into which the end

regions of the flat tubes are inserted and soldered, the

slits having a slit length that is shorter than the length of

the central portions of the flat tubes in the longitudinal 5

direction.

8. The heat exchanger of claim 7, wherein the

rounded short sides of the flat tubes are deformed at the

end regions of the flat tubes, and wherein the rounded

short sides of each flat tube have the same wall thick- 10

ness at the end region and the central region.

9. The heat exchanger of claim 7, wherein the

rounded short sides of the flat tubes are deformed at the

end regions of the flat tubes, and wherein the rounded

short sides of each flat tube have a greater wall thick- 15

ness at the end region than at the central region.

10. The heat exchanger of claim 7, wherein the heat

exchanger exchanges heat with an external heat ex-

change medium which flows across the heat exchanger

in a flow direction that is parallel to the longitudinal 20

direction of the flat tubes, wherein the header has a

wall, and wherein the header has a structural depth in

the flow direction of the external heat exchanger me-

dium, the structural depth of the header being no

greater than the length of the central region of the flat 25

tubes in the longitudinal direction plus twice the wall

thickness of the header.

11. The header of claim 7 f wherein at least one of the

header, the flat tubes, and the zigzag fins are made of a

metal that comprises the element aluminum. 30

12. The header of claim 7, wherein the length of the

central region of the flat tubes ranges from about 15 mm
to about 20 mm.

13. The heat exchanger of claim 1, wherein the flat

tubes are extruded members.

14. The heat exchanger of claim 1, wherein the flat

tubes have a wall thickness that ranges from about 0.2

mm to about 0.6 mm.
15. The header of claim 1, wherein each flat tube has

a length in the longitudinal direction, the pair of

rounded short sides contributing about 40% to about

50% of the length.

16. The header of claim 1, wherein the distance be-

tween the outer surfaces of the flat sides of the flat tubes

ranges from about 2 mm to about 4 mm.
17. The header of claim 1, wherein the zigzag fins

have a thickness ranging from about 0.12 mm to about

0.2 mm.
18. The beat exchanger of claim 1, wherein the zigzag

fins have free edges that are serrated.

19. The heat exchanger of claim 1, wherein each flat

tube has internal reinforcing means between its flat

sides.

20. The heat exchanger ofclaim 19, wherein the inter-

nal reinforcing means comprises a plurality of crosswise

ribs connecting the flat sides, adjacent ribs being spaced

apart from one another by a distance ranging from
about one to about two times the distance between the

outer surfaces of the respective flat tube.

35
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